December Honors College Thesis Presentations

During the second week of December 2016, thirteen Honors College students on the New York campus presented their respective theses. The Honors theses represent the culmination of many hours of focus and determination, and some anxiety. Traditional presentations were conducted as well as a film screening and a reading of screenplay, all of which were exemplary. The following students presented their theses on topics in business, economics, English, film, performing arts, political science, and psychology: Sarah Bowley’16, Thomas Bridges Dickey’16, Kristina Grimmer’16, James Park’17, Jozef Lampa’16, Yuilya Palianok’16, Lili Feinberg’16, Alison Hedemark’16, Joshua Kennedy’16, Kaila Williams’16, Margaret Montana’16, Brooke DeBettignies’17, and Carolyn Phillips’16. In May 2017 approximately 100 more Honors College students will be participating in a thesis presentation.